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No event in the twentieth-century has proved to be more powerful in shaping our
historical understanding of Sino-Japanese interactions than the war of ]937-1945. For
understandable reasons, its influence has by and large been restrictive. The war also has
its negative legacies, inasmuch as illuminating it may direct public attention and scholarly
research to conflicting national interests over time. Psychologically, the memory of loss
and atrocities has produced an enduring mutual suspicion between the two peoples, as
Chalmers Johnson's 1972 essay so eloquently argues and the frequentl y resurgent
textbook controversy between Japan and China attests.1 Intellectually, the guiding beacon
of international conflict narrows researchers' view to areas that are mostly "nationcentric," leaving much of the vast ocean of complex, diversified human experiences in the
dark.
One vitally important yet least researched area, for instance, is wartime
collaboration.
In the following pages, I shall limit my discussion to the wartime experiences of
Zhou Zuoren fflI fF A , who was one of the most important and active writers in twentiethcentury China. A famed Japanologist in his day, he has been regarded by some Japanese
as one of the three Chinese in modern times who "truly understands Japan.,,2 Zhou is also
an unusually interesting but difficult figure because of his wartime experiences as a
collaborator with the Japanese occupation. For an analysis of twentieth-century SinoJapanese relations, the wartime experiences of Zhou Zoren in particular have raised two
general questions: first, how do we classify individuals whose thought and behavior defy
the political limits of generally accepted categories, such as resister and collaborator,
patriot and traitor; secondl y, what might be an alternative to power relations as a
perspe ctive on Sino-Japanese relations?
Wartime collaboration with the occupation force, for sure, is a universal practice
that has ancient precedents and modern parallels. In recent decades, French historians
have produced a wealth of excellent scholarship on Vichy France. Especially illuminating
is Stanley Hoffmann's differentiation between a collaborator, who was forced to
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collaborate under trying circumstances, and a collaborationist, who volunteered to
collaborate with ideological conviction.' In comparison, the scholarship on twentiethcentury Chinese collaboration remains underdeveloped, with only a few, though
important, works produced in the 1970s; recently, with the war a half century behind us,
there does seem to be an increasing interest in the subject. Notable is Fu Poshek's fi§. S
£ recent book, in which he studies Chinese intellectuals under the Japanese occupation
and discovers three patterns of behavior : passivity, resistance, and collaboration."
To place Zhou Zuoren's case in its context, it is necessary to point out that, like its
modern parallel in France, China's war with Japan took place in a complex setting of
political struggle at home. Especially important was the rivalry between Guomindang and
the Chinese Communist Party, whose competition for national power went alongside the
war with Japan and escalated into civil war soon after Japan's surrender. That rivalry at
once complicated the practice of collaboration and simplified the historical judgment and
understanding of collaboration. In 1946, when the trial of top collaborators began in
Nanjing's supreme court, it immediately opened a Pandora's box for the ruling
Guomindang. The trial showed that those who chose to collaborate with the Japanese
were motivated by a wide array of interests , from the noble one of serving the people
under Japanese occupation, to a partisan interest in preventing Communist infiltration, to
the mean end of satisfying personal ambition.'
The case of Zhou Zuoren, on the other hand, appeared transparent from the
beginning. To repudiate the charge against Zhou that he served in the puppet-regimecontrolled Beijing University, the former chancellor of Beida, Jiang Menglin ~~M , and
the current chancellor, Hu Shi tJ3 ~ , testified that Zhou was appointed as one of the four
caretakers to protect university property when' possible and, as a result of his efforts,
Beida property suffered no loss but increased its book collection. The voice of these two
leading intellectuals was magnified when 54 professors from Beida and 17 professors from
other leading universities sent lengthy appeals to the court, defending Zhou for his various
efforts and accomplishments at resisting Japan's wartime educational measures in China,
viewed by many Chinese as ways to indoctrinate and thus enslave Chinese minds.
Moreover, underground workers provided evidence that Zhou had used his prestige and
office to protect them and rescue them from the occupation authorities ."
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While Zhou had his defenders, he had his accusers as well . These were the
intellectuals from the Communist or progressive camp , such as He Qifang fuJ;It Jj , Mao
Dun ~ J!§ , and Feng Xuefeng {J~ ~ ~ . With minor differences, the accusers all agreed
that Zhou became a traitor to the Chinese nation because he was an individualist who had
no faith in national salvation. His treason, they argued, was the logical result of his
departure from mainstream nationalism.' Their accusation against Zhou, in retrospect,
was only a fraction of the nationwide campaign of the Communists to compete with the
ruling Guomindang for political legitimacy. Under pressure, the supreme court in Nanjing
found it necessary to overlook what Zhou actually did during the war; and he was
sentenced to 10 years in prison when the verdict was delivered in 1947 . Zhou' s legal trial
ended there, but we are left with a historical puzzle over the obvious contradiction
between the testimony in favor of Zhou and the verdict against him.
The search for a more adequate answer takes us back to 1937, the year China and
Japan finally entered into total war. Late that year, when the faculty and students of
Beijing University at which Zhou Zuoren was teaching began the southwest-ward retreat
with the government, Zhou decided to stay in the occupied city His friends , both liberal
and leftist , including Hu Shi, Guo Moruo $B ?*;Ef, Zheng Zhenduo ~~[$ , and Yu Dafu
~IHl::K , tried to persuade him to move south. They were concerned that Zhou ' s prestige
as a leading intellectual would inevitably make him a target of pressure from the
occupation forces. Some even wrote a collecti ve letter, advising him to move south
immediately, or they would consider him "a great traitor to the nation.t"
Zhou Zuoren wa s moved by his colleagues' anxiety and sincere friendship, but not
by their arguments. Unlike many others who also chose to remain in the occupied area,
Zhou made his decision not simply from private concerns but also from a firm intellectual
conviction. By the time of the war, he was already deeply alienated from the ruling
Guomindang government as well as from mainstream political culture. In 1927 , he was
shocked and decisively turned away from the Guomindang when it brutall y massacred the
Communists and idealist youth. In 1931 he was outraged by Nanjing's nonresistance
policy when Japan invaded northeastern China , and in a public speech at Beida he openly
criticized the go vernment. But he became deeply upset as well with the rising movemen t
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of national salvation . He watched people from all walks of life eagerly join the
propaganda, yet no one bothered to take care of professional duties or to contribute in any
tangible ways to preparations for national defense."
One more important force that set Zhou Zuoren apart from mainstream political
culture was his continued commitment to what he called "individualist humanism" in the
May Fourth era. Beneath the flashy new language and new ideologies of the 1930s, he
saw the persistence of the moral basis of patriarchal society that had sustained an
oppressive political order in China for ages. While others began to rally around the state
as the symbol of China's national defense, Zhou Zuoren in the 1930s wrote more and
more about the hypocritical morality of chastity and virtue that demanded women's
sacrifice for men, and how women had suffered during China's past calamities of foreign
invasion." When asked why he did not leave with the government to the rear area, his
answer was simple. To flee to the rear area would be the best choice for himself, but his
departure would leave his family, all women and children, in a desperate situation."
Zhou thus stayed in occupied Beijing, and he renamed his residence the "Studio of
Living in Bitterness." During the first two years of the occupation, he taught at the
American-sponsored Yenching University, translated Greek mythology, and was able to
resist the pressure to serve the occupation forces . In 1939, however, there was an attempt
on his life and he was forced to resign his job at Yenching and accept a position at Beijing
University . In 1941, he accepted an appointment in the north China puppet regime. He
became its education minister and served until his dismissal in 1943. If Zhou can be
excused for taking the job at Beijing University under the pressure of circumstances,
because he had to feed a large family, how could he justify this move into the service of a
puppet regime?
Surprisingly, this crucial issue was never raised in the postwar trial. When
questioned privately by friends in the 1960s, Zhou gave an ambiguous answer, that his
service was "neither volunteered nor forced ." He did not volunteer because the move
was, of course , initiated by the Japanese; he took the position, he said, because he believed
that he could do something to "prevent more reactionary activities.v'" In the late 1970s,
his claim was further sustained by some key underground workers who published their
memoirs in mainland China. Zhou was persuaded by them, they said, to tak e the position
in the puppet regime, and they assured him that underground friends would come to his
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aid whenever he needed assistance." At the war 's end, Zhou Zuoren was 50 confident of
his patriotic contribution that he assumed that the Chinese government would send him to
Japan to negotiate the retrieval of cultural artifacts looted by the Japanese army.14
Zhou may have been a naive participant in wartime politics . He relied too much on
rational public judgment and cast too much of his own reputation into an unpredictable
game. His own justification and other's judgments aside, what becomes truly extraordinary was his courage to raise a voice of protest against Japan 's New Order in East Asia.
Further, he was able to articulate a perspective on the meanings of the current conflict and
its suffering in the larger context of East Asia's history of century-long interaction with
the outside world and within itself
Unlike their contemporaries in southeast Asia who at the early stage of the war
looked up to the Japanese imperial army as their liberator from Western colonialism, the
Chinese never had any illusion regarding Japan's claim that it was aiding China to regain a
common Confucian cultural heritage. Yet under occupation, no one had ever dared
publicly to confront Japan's duplicity until Zhou Zuoren wrote and published a series of
essays between 1940 and 1943. Under the guise of discussing Confucianism, he argued
that the Chinese never had any "thought problem," as the Japanese so claimed. The
Confucianism that developed in China, he said, was "like a tree with its roots growing
from deep ground. Although it may have temporaril y withered , the tree can grow up
again if there was no outside interference through either restraint or artificial cultivat ion."
What could truly endanger the survival of the Confucian tradit ion, he pointed out , was the
violation of its core value, the idea of ren i- or benevolence. What a Chinese demands
for life "is very simple and hence becomes very urgent. He wants to live, and his ethic of
survival does not allow him to harm others in order to benefit himself; but on the other
hand he cannot harm himself to benefit others like a saint... . If he feels that there is no
hope for survival, he will make a reckless move in desperation, as the proverb puts it.,,15
If there were gleams of optimism shining through Zhou's view of China's inner
strength in resisting foreign domination, doubts and disbelief colored his tone when he
spoke about Japan . Zhou had been known for his deep admiration for the politeness,
simplicity, and unpretentiousness of Japanese culture, but the rise of Japanese militarism
forced him to seek more comprehensive explanations. In the mid-19308, he arrived at a
hypothesis that the Japanese had entered a period of "cultural reaction ," because their
borrowing from China as well as from the West had burdened them with such psychological restraints that they wanted to rebel against both. Moreover, he admitted that he
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had neglected an important trait in Japanese culture, Shinto belief. It was the fanatic
worship of the way of the gods , he said, that separated the Japanese from the more
rational-minded Chinese, and it was from there that the two cultures drifted apart and
came to clash. 16
However, that revelation of the irrational side of Japanese culture only added one
more layer to Zhou' s understanding of the oppressive nature of the Oriental despotism .
All the more, he felt a deeper affinity with the true Japan, which was not just beautiful but
suffering as well. It was that suffering from the male-centered , state-oriented despotism
that marked a shared fate of the Chinese and the Japanese , and he found no words to
convey this more powerfully than the images depicted by Nagai Kaffi 7.k # Wi ~ , the lyric
writer who retreated from active public life to a private pursuit of Edo arts after the 1910
Great Treason Incident :
I often ask myself, "what am I?" I am not a Belgian like Verhaeren but a Japanese,
an Oriental born with different circumstances and fate from theirs .... How I love the
Ukiyoe] The print of the courtesan, who has sold herself to the cruel life for ten years so
that she may help her parents, make s me want to weep . The figure of the geisha at the
bamboo-latticed window, looking absently at a flow ing stream, fills me with delight. The
night view of the river with only one noodle vendor left behind intoxicates me . The
cuckoo calling out to the moon of a rainy night , leaves falling in a sudden autumn
shower. the sound of a templ e bell carrying awa y on a wind of falling petals , snow on a
mountain path at nightfall-everything in this dreamlike world , transitory, lonely,
productive of sighs, is near me, and takes me back to the past. 17

And Zhou Zuoren commented :
I may not agree completely with Nagai. but th is passage moves me deeply ; isn 't it a
meaningful approach, I think . to understand the sorrow of the Orientals through art and
literatu re, though that may not be the highwa y of cultural stud ies? Once I said in an
essay "Remembering Tok yo" that, no matter how hostile they have becom e today, the
Chinese and the Japanese are simply Orientals who are born in a totally different fat e and
circum stan ces fro m that of the Occ identals. if we overlook their tempo rarv relations but
focus on their permanent attributes . IS
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Zhou's comment, now, brings us back to the two questions raised earlier: the
possibility of an alternative perspective on Sino-Japanese relations beyond the limits of
politics and the problem of classifying him.
In Zhou Zuoren's case, Fu's three patterns of behavior--passivity, resistance, and
collaboration--seem to coexist in one person, and thus do not fit well. These categories
make little sense, because they are only relevant in the intellectual context dominated by
nationalism. Hoffmann's two categories have a degree of relevance, because Zhou did
collaborate, though the collaboration was not solely forced by outside pressure. And he
did not subscribe to the occupier's ideology but, instead, firmly resisted it. Therefore, he
certainly was not a collaborationist.
Moreover, we find that the notion of political loyalty had the least influence on
Zhou Zuoren's motivation and behavior. The war did not lead to a sharp break in his
thought but, instead, reinforced and refined his earlier beliefs and thus further moved him
to action . As one of the most engaged participants in constructing Sino-Japanese relations
along positive lines, he became all the more committed to his humanist approach to SinoJapanese relations when the two countries came to clash violently, and continues to
remind us that the persistent cultural interaction between the two societies had its own
shaping power beyond the immediate war experiences .
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